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“Walter’s Nash Wagon Story”
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- by Walter Killion

It was 1966, when a pharmacist and a heavy equipment operator sat down at a drugstore
fountain to have a cup of coffee and it wasn’t long until the conversation turned to cars and
to drag racing in particular. The heavy equipment operator, Don Bolander had experience

down the throws on a 292
crank to fit in the 230 block
with all the hardware to
match pistons, rods, cam
and all the goodies that
went with it.
It took a while to get the
kit from Kay Sissell. When
it arrived there was a ‘63
Chevy II waiting for it.
In the days before the
clock
handicaps,
the
“spots” prevailed and the
FMP CHEVY II did just
what they wanted to do,
they drove the V8 crowd
crazy!

Photo: (Current) Walter Killion (left) and Don Bolander (right) leaning on the restored Nash Wagon

The little engine that
“could “eventually gave
up the ghost and the clock
handicaps came into being and the pair decided
to give the new I/G class a
try, thus entered the Nash
wagon.

in the inline 261, and of
course the small blocks
of the day. The pharmacist Walter “Buddy”
Killion had experience in
the 348-409 and lately,
the relatively new Chevy
II-block six. It was over
that cup of coffee that a
lifelong friendship began
and a decision to go drag
racing.
Walter and Don
wanted something
different, something
that would make the V8
crowd pull their hair out.
Buddy got his hands on
an article about a man in
California by the name of
Kay Sissell who turned
Photo: (Long ago) Walter Killion (left) and Don Bolander (right) leaning on the Nash Wagon
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This time around, a little different
approach was taken. A steel 230
crank was sent off to the Crankshaft
Co. (the Premier Crankshaft Co. at
that time) and additional throws
were added to every journal that
did not have one. It actually looked
like a baby Offenhauser crank. The
idea being more torque and less
flywheel woes. Every go fast thing
available including a Sissell head
was used (pre-lump days). Induction began with 3 two’s but evolved
into two AFB’S.
The Nash wagon was modified in
every way that the rules allowed.
The straight front axle, engine setback, electric water and fuel pumps--weight was cut every where possible.
Soon the reign of terror began
again. That is, until the Porsche
Volkswagens came on the scene

Photo: This inline Chevy six engine has the turned down 292
crankshaft, lumped head, roller cam, rockers, and two 500 cfm
2 barrel carbs dynoed at 303 hp.
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Continued on next page...

Photo: The Chevy engine at the shop ---
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Walter’s..... continued from page 17
and the little 230 could not
run close to the record.
It was always a crowd
pleaser, however, being a
favorite does not win races when you are running
13:10’s on a 12:57 record.
The engine was sold to a
Louisiana dirt tracker, who
did really well with it.... but
the Nash stayed.
After 50 years of building
cars, the pair have quite a
collection.
The Nash now rides on a
Blazer chassis, and is still an
inline Chevy six.
Photo - above:

This engine has the turned
This was the original
down 292 crankshaft, lumped engine in the Nash Wagon
head, roller cam, rockers, and which was replaced with
two 500 cfm 2 barrel carbs
an inline Chevy six.
dynoed at 303 hp. The AMC
valve cover is just eye candy.
As you can see, just as the
Nash, 50 years of inlining and
friendship is just like wine... it
gets better with time.....

2 Photos - right:
The Nash Wagon before
the total restoration.

Photo - left:
The Chevy II mentioned
in this article.
Walter Killion and
Don Bolander
ordered the kit from
Kay Sissell with all the
hardware to match:
pistons, rods, cam and all
the goodies
that went with it.
When it arrived,
there was a ‘63 Chevy II
waiting for it.
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